
Jet Cell  
RestoRe 

(45 minutes) costs  
$180 per session, 

and $98 for the 
introductory  

session.  
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Kick-start your skin’s regenerating mechanism today. The Jet Cell Restore treatment 
can rejuvenate, repair and restore skin cells to youthfulness after only 20 short minutes 

under high-powered LED lamps.

Cell eneRgiseR
The same way the sun provides energy for plants, the 
light energy from Jet Cell Restore treatment powers 
skin cells, stimulates collagen production and creates 
a healthy skin matrix.

From the high-tech labs of Photo Therapeutics Ltd, 
the Omnilux machine offers three different  
LED lights to target different cellular functions –  
red light to fuel cells, blue light to kill bacteria, thus 
reducing acne, and infrared light to heal wounds and 
reduce inflammation. 

These LED light colours have different wavelengths 
that correspond to the peak absorption of respective 
cellular functions. That’s how they activate skin cells 
to achieve specific skin-saving benefits. 

Four StepS to reverSe Ageing
Like all Jet Concepts’ treatments, the Jet Cell Restore begins with the Jet-M 
machine. Developed by a former Russian rocket scientist, this cutting-
edge piece of technology delivers saline and oxygen in a gaseous form at 
supersonic speed to cleanse, buff and prompt lymphatic drainage. Since dead 
skin cells reflect light, sloughing them off helps prep the skin for optimal 
absorption of the LED light to come. 

The Jet-M machine then infuses the 
skin with key actives depending on 
your specific skincare needs. A high-
performance vitamin A & e serum is 
chosen for exfoliating and revitalising 
benefits, vitamin B5 is chosen for acne-
prone skin, and glycolic acid chosen if 
key concerns are to soften, smoothen and 
even out skin.

To wrap the 
session on an 

indulgent note, a 
quick acupressure 
massage is deftly 
performed, making 
the Jet Cell Restore 
a treat for both your 
skin and senses!

Once the skin has been 
properly prepped, intense 

LeD light is shone on 
skin for 20 minutes to 
accelerate cellular function. 
Skin then continues to 
repair itself at accelerated 
speed even days after  
the treatment!
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THE ULTIMATE 
FACIAL FUEL

Jet Cell restore powers your  
skin cells to self-rejuvenate!



after the treatment, b) kills bacteria – great for acne-prone skin, 
as it prevents bacteria from spreading, and c) aids in wound 
healing. Unlike the LED light, lasers are used to do more specific 
aesthetic work. 

How is Jet Cell Restore better than other leD light therapies?
As a rough guide, the greater the number of bulbs in the LED 
machine, the greater the light energy. many skincare salons 
offer LED light therapies that are not powerful enough to 
deliver results.

Jet Concepts uses the Omnilux machine, which has 700 LED 
bulbs. The sheer multitude of bulbs is intense enough to jolt the 
skin into accelerated repair. 

The Jet Cell restore was designed for the skin’s cellular layer, 
and is an exceptionally effective procedure in itself. but when 
paired with the Jet Facial, the results are phenomenal.

How was the omnilux machine developed?
The Omnilux machine was developed by Photo Therapeutics 
Ltd, a leading company in light therapy, after 12 years of 
extensive research.

How often should i go for this treatment?
Ideally, at least once a month, but you can choose to do it 
weekly if necessary.

tHe nigHt sHift
The perfect complement to Jet 

Cell restore, Jet Cell Renewal is a 
home-use product that boosts cell 

regeneration nightly while you’re 
getting some shuteye. 

retinol increases the rate of cell 
renewal by acting as an exfoliant, 
unclogging pores and removing 

dead cells, and enhances collagen 
production, consequently increasing 

skin density and resilience. It 
essentially restores radiance, 

smoothens fine lines and wrinkles, 
and leaves skin beautifully supple. 
$66.80 (15 ml) and $109.80 (30 ml) 

exclusively at Jet Concepts.

gRooming HigHligHts
From now till the end of the year, Jet Concepts will be pampering 
the important men in your life by offering 50 per cent off its 
signature Jet Facial. This ultra-cooling facial exfoliates, tones 
and brightens skin by blasting skin-saving oxygen and saline at 
supersonic speed onto the face. Fast, fragrance-free, fuss-free 
and high-tech, it’s the definitive facial for the modern male. 
45-minute at $75 for men only (Usual price: $150)

Jet Concepts is located at #03-03 Wheelock Place, tel: 6733 7055; and #B2-20/21 Raffles City Shopping Centre, tel: 6337 9598
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For more information, please contact:  
Annie Tan at 9831 9773 / annie@prpeople.com.sg          Diana Ong at 9828 7028 / diana@prpeople.com.sg

Jet ConCepts foUnDeR glADys CHeng AnsweRs five
Key qUestions ABoUt tHe Jet Cell RestoRe tReAtment

 
what are the key benefits of the Jet Cell Restore?
It helps to reduce acne and photo-damage, and rejuvenates 
skin, working days after the treatment is over!

what is the essential difference between the Jet Cell Restore 
and regular laser skin rejuvenation facials?
The Jet Cell restore delivers LED light through 700 bulbs, so 
it covers a larger surface area than, say, a single laser beam. It 
essentially a) energises cells – that’s why skin looks brighter 


